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CHARGING
Momentum Dynamics (MD) reports that everything is
going well on the ground. Final electrical gear arrived
yesterday, and installation was set to happen today.
Received final UL approval at MTC, and UL approval at
Ops should happen soon. Commissioning of the charging
system will soon follow the UL approval of the Ops
charging system. 

VEHICLES 
Green Power Motors (GPM) delivered the first of four EV
Star battery electric buses to GTA on May 31st. This bus
was sent to GTA not quite complete with the intent of
using it to test the vehicle charging unit with the
chargers. When the vehicle arrived, staff noticed several
issues and those issues were addressed with the GPM
Team. GPM sent an engineer to GTA and was onsite
Tuesday reviewing the issues with a focus on the vehicle
assembly unit location. 

B A T T E R Y  E L E C T R I C  B U S
P R O J E C T  U P D A T E

Charging Cabinets
Brandy has been working on the graphics for the
charging cabinets at MTC and worked with the GCPUD to
obtain pictures of Wanapum Dam and other local scenes.
These wraps dress up an ugly cabinet and has a tie-in
locally. On the backside of this report, you will see an
example.

Ribbon Cutting
Based on the status of the project, I am recommending
that we hold the ribbon cutting event during the first
week in September.  The Governor’s Office had
confirmed Governor Inslee’s participation at the event
scheduled for July 29th, but due to where we are with
overall project completion, I sent notice that GTA would
need to push the event back to September to give Green
Power Motors additional time to work on issues. 

This project has taken much more time than anticipated
mainly due to COVID. GPM, like the rest of the world, has
experienced workforce issues, supply chain issues, and
material shortages. We do feel that the vehicle assembly
unit location has taken too long to engineer and is part of
the delay. GPM will need to work diligently over the next
month+ and we will require weekly updates on their
progress. 


